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Abstract: The monitoring of agricultural areas is one of the most important topics for remote sensing
data analysis, especially to assist food security in the future. To improve the quality and quantify
uncertainties, it is of high relevance to understand the spectral reflectivity regarding the structural
and spectral properties of the canopy. The importance of understanding the influence of plant
and canopy structure is well established, but, due to the difficulty of acquiring reflectance data
from numerous differently structured canopies, there is still a need to study the structural and
spectral dependencies affecting top-of-canopy reflectance and reflectance anisotropy. This paper
presents a detailed study dealing with two fundamental issues: (1) the influence of plant and canopy
architecture changes due to crop phenology on nadir acquired cereal top-of-canopy reflectance, and
(2) the anisotropic reflectance of cereal top-of-canopy reflectance and its inter-annual variations as
affected by varying contents of biochemical constituents and changes on canopy structure across
green phenological stages between tillering and inflorescence emergence. All of the investigations
are based on HySimCaR, a computer-based approach using 3D canopy models and Monte Carlo
ray tracing (drat). The achieved results show that the canopy architecture significantly influences
top-of-canopy reflectance and the bidirectional reflectance function (BRDF) in the VNIR (visible and
near infrared), and SWIR (shortwave infrared) wavelength ranges. In summary, it can be said that the
larger the fraction of the radiation reflected by the plants, the stronger is the influence of the canopy
structure on the reflectance signal. A significant finding for the anisotropic reflectance is that the
relative row orientation of the cereal canopies is mapped in the 3D-shape of the BRDF. Summarised,
this study provides fundamental knowledge for improving the retrieval of biophysical vegetation
parameters of agricultural areas for current and upcoming sensors with large FOV (field of view)
with respect to the quantification of uncertainties.

Keywords: vegetation; structure; reflectance; BRDF; anisotropy; radiative transfer model; crops;
drat; HySimCaR

1. Introduction

Understanding top-of-canopy crop reflectance is one of the most important issues in the
development of robust, transferable and operational methods for crop parameter retrieval based
on remote sensing data. The canopy structure is one of the most important factors influencing the
top-of-canopy reflectance. However, "canopy structure" is not a fixed single parameter; it is rather
determined by many different geometric parameters of the individual plants and their position relative
to each other.
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Studies about the influence of structural parameters are mainly based on SAR and LiDAR
techniques. Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) is a form of active sensing that allows the physical
properties of the ground surface to be measured using microwaves that are largely independent of
weather conditions and daylight. In particular, Interferometric Synthetic-Aperture Radar (InSAR) or
Polarimetric Synthetic-Aperture Radar Interferometry (PolInSAR) were used to determine the height
of vegetation canopies e.g., [1–3]. Furthermore, Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) with laser
scanners has emerged as a powerful, active sensing tool for direct 3D measurement of plant shapes
and canopy structures. LiDAR enables obtaining accurate 3D information of plants by measuring the
distance between sensor and target. The scales of application range from small plants [4] to entire
forest canopies [5]. Numerous studies have shown the benefits of LiDAR for the assessment of 3D
plant properties e.g., [5–9].

For optical data, the number of studies about canopy structure is rather limited; in most cases, only
the development of the leaf area index (LAI) e.g., [10,11] or the leaf orientation is analysed e.g., [11].
The influence of phenological development hence the change of the plant appearance, for example,
is often only investigated by changes in vegetation indices (e.g., NDVI, [12,13], or EVI, [14,15]) or
the canopy structure is only indirectly included in the analysis like for the estimation of biomass
e.g., [16–18] or bio-physical canopy properties e.g., [19,20]. In particular, hyperspectral studies are even
rarer. There were Haboudane et al. [21] correlating several vegetation indices sensitive to chlorophyll
content to improve the LAI retrieval and Thenkabail et al. [22] proposing narrow band vegetation
indices to improve crop-specific estimates of structural parameters like LAI, canopy height and fraction
cover. In the recent past, Latorre-Carmona et al. [23] left the idea of indices and developed a method
to decompose the top-of-canopy reflectance into its structural and optical components and Dorigo [24]
has demonstrated that simultaneous recorded viewings with varying viewing angles from satellite
can improve LAI estimations. However, fundamental studies to understand the spectral development
of top-of-canopy reflectance for the phenological cycle and the most important structural parameters
forming a canopy stand, especially crop stands, such as row spacing, relative row orientation or
plant density, are missing. The analysis of these parameters in the form of field experiments is
extremely time-consuming and strongly limited to a small number of variations of these parameters.
Since the vegetation canopies strongly anisotropically reflect the incident radiation, such measurement
experiments lead to a complexity that can hardly be efficiently managed. Nevertheless, some
studies have focused on understanding the anisotropic reflectance of vegetation canopies and their
BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function), the function that describes the anisotropy.
These studies usually address only the effects along the principal plane e.g., [25,26] or the effects that
are caused by the viewing and illumination geometry e.g., [25,27]. Although the importance of the
BRDF and its relationship to canopy structure is well known, only a few studies have investigated
the dependencies of the structural and spectral properties of the observed canopies within the entire
viewing hemisphere e.g., [28–31]. Schill et al. [28] likewise quantified the temporal differences of
canopy anisotropy during a day, and Buchhorn et al. [30] showed the appearance of angular effects
even on low-growing vegetated surfaces. Burkart et al. [31] showed that off-nadir viewings cause
significant effects on vegetation indices using a UAV-based (unmanned aerial vehicle) goniometer
and Roosjen et al. [20] extracted canopy anisotropy from full-frame UAV imagery for the retrieval
of biochemical and biophysical parameters. However, reflectance anisotropy is of high importance
because the BRDF of each canopy is directly correlated with its structure and most sensors record data
from the Earth’s surface apart from the nadir view (e.g., Sentinel-2 with a field of view of 21◦ [32],
or upcoming EnMAP with possible off-nadir acquisition up to ±30◦ [33]). Furthermore, many new
UAV-based imaging techniques have been developed in the last years acquiring with full-frame, where
each spatial pixel has a different observation geometry [20,31,34], or with push-broom technique, where
the field of view of about 20◦ e.g., [35] causes pixels with different observation geometry across track.

Another important challenge besides the need to study top-of-canopy reflectance of structurally
different vegetation canopies is the acquisition and analysis of realistic BRDF data, since a direct
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measurement of the BRDF is not possible. Instead, numerous individual reflectance measurements
from different observation positions are necessary, which are distributed over the entire observation
hemisphere of the canopy in order to approximate the BRDF. For this purpose, goniometers [29,30,36–40]
are often used to obtain directional measurements. However, these systems require considerable
support during transport and assembly, which is exacerbated by the need to take weather conditions
into account for the acquisition of reliable BRDF data. Furthermore, disturbing effects can influence the
measurements, such as the movement of the sun, the appearance of cirrus clouds or object movements
caused by changing wind conditions. A rather new possibility acquiring multiangular data to obtain
the BRDF is the use of UAV-based full-frame sensors [20,31,34]. UAV-based measurements seem to be a
genuine alternative to field goniometers, especially considering the relatively high accuracy with which
full-frame sensors can determine the viewing and illumination geometry and the data acquisition in a
very short time [41]. In contrast, detailed computer-based approaches modelling the top-of-canopy
reflectance based on realistic 3D canopy models coupled with Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT), such as
HySimCaR (hyperspectral simulation of canopy reflectance) [42], the BPMS (Botanical Plant Modelling
System) [43] and FLIGHT (Forest LIGHT interaction model) [44], offer stable and uniform simulation
conditions. These models allow realistic investigations of the structural and spectral dependencies of
hyperspectral canopy reflectance data of vegetation canopies for any observation and illumination
scenario. Additionally, a model offers the possibility to vary any input parameter enabling detailed
investigations of the structural and spectral dependencies of hyperspectral canopy reflectance and
BRDF data of vegetation canopies. This paper addresses this point, presenting a fundamental study by
the use of the computer-based model HySimCaR focusing on:

1. The influence of plant and canopy architecture on nadir acquired cereal top-of-canopy reflectance
between leaf development (BBCH 11-13, BBCH is the phenological scale system for plants
developed by [45] and adapted by BBCH [46]) and senescence (BBCH 99) for the improvement of
retrieval methods of soil and plant optical properties and

2. The anisotropic behaviour of cereal top-of-canopy reflectance and its inter-annual variations as
affected by varying biochemical properties and canopy structure of green phenological stages
from tillering (BBCH 24-25) until inflorescence emergence (BBCH 51-53).

2. Material and Methods

This section describes the simulation of top-of-canopy reflectance and BRDF using HySimCaR,
which represents a spectral, spatial and temporal simulation system to model realistic bidirectional
reflectance and BRDF of different cereal canopies. This model is realised by an integration of
detailed virtual 3D cereal canopies of different phenological stages, whose geometries are linked
with corresponding spectral information.

2.1. Modelling of Top-of-Canopy Reflectance

The simulation process to gain canopy reflectance consists of two steps: the build-up of a virtual
3D canopy and its virtual sampling. Both steps are explained in the following.

1. Simulation process: A virtual 3D canopy model consists of 3D plant mock-ups that are placed on
a soil digital elevation model (DEM). Each soil DEM is generated using a database of field-measured
height profiles to determine the typical geometry and distance of furrows within cereal fields due to
mechanical drilling. For each virtual canopy, up to five different mock-ups were cloned, randomly
rotated around their vertical axis and placed on the soil DEM considering the row distance and seed
density. The mock-ups differ in their physiological and morphological development (number of
tillers per plant and number of fully developed tillers per plant) and represent plants of a specific
phenological stage. The plant mock-ups were generated with AmapSim [47,48], a scientific software
(CIRAD - Centre de Coopération Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le Développement,
Montpellier, France) to build plants virtually based on real measurements. This software provides
stochastic rules based on botanical theory to model plant morphogenesis, obtaining accurate and
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detailed plant architectures of different growth stages. The shape and spectral information of plant
leaves, stems and ears was acquired in the field at different growth stages. Several study sites were
sampled in regular intervals during the growing seasons of 2006/2007, 2007/2008 and 2008/2009.

2. Virtual sampling: The sampling of the virtual 3D canopies is performed by the aDvanced
Radiometric rAy Tracer (drat, renamed and published as librat by UC London), an efficient MCRT
software that was developed by Lewis [43]. Drat calculates the canopy reflectance based on 3D
descriptions with linked spectral properties, predefined camera imaging properties and illumination
conditions using reverse ray tracing. The reflectance results conform to case 1 (bidirectional) of
Nicodemus et al. [49] using a planar camera model with orthographic methods and a directional
illumination source. The drat model has been used in numerous studies, e.g., [42,50–55], and, in
the third phase of RAMI (RAdiation transfer Model Intercomparison, RAMI-3 [56]), the drat model
belongs to a series of credible 3D MCRT models.

2.2. Modelling of Top-of-Canopy BRDF

Drat is capable of calculating the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) from any viewing
position of the observation hemisphere. Interpolating numerous different observations results in
the approximation of the BRDF.

For BRDF analysis in this study, each virtual canopy is sampled from 113 different viewing
positions for zenith angles between 0◦ and 65◦. Observations of zenith angles >65◦ are of less
importance for remote sensing applications because the influence of the atmosphere becomes too
strong (air mass ratio: cos α−1 >> 2 for α > 65◦). The selected observation positions are chosen
to be non-uniformly distributed to prevent disturbing patterns that are caused by the interpolation
process in order to model the BRDF. The principal and the cross plane are sampled at fine and regular
intervals (each 5◦) for detailed analyses. Interpolation is performed by fitting a surface model of the
form z = f (x, y) to the sampled data vectors (x (θv, φv) , y (θv, φv) , z), where z = ρ (θi, φi, θv, φv)

is represented by the bidirectional reflectance factor as observed from the position (θv, φv) and
illuminated from (θi, φi).

At the current stage, HySimCaR is developed for three cereal types: winter wheat (Triticum aestivum),
winter rye (Secale cereale) and winter barley (Hordeum vulgare). A detailed description of HySimCaR,
including the entire virtual plant mock-up and canopy generation, the virtual sampling process and its
validation can be found in [42,50,57]. In addition, the model has already been used for several applications
found in [58–63]. Based on the model, the influence of soil moisture on canopy reflectance was investigated
and corrected by Spengler et al. [59,60] and the influence of vegetation cover on the prediction of soil
spectral features was investigated and quantified by Kuester et al. [58].

2.3. Development of Virtual Canopies

For a systematic and thorough assessment of the impact of canopy structure on nadir
top-of-canopy reflectance and on BRDF, an extensive database with a large number of different
scenarios varying in their structure is needed. The canopy structure includes two types of
structures: (1) the structure due to different phenology of the plants and (2) the structure due to
the different arrangement of the plants within the canopy. Therefore, we developed a database with
numerous different canopy scenarios varying in phenology and inner field structure. In the following
sub-subsections, we explain the development of the different canopy scenarios that were used in this
study for the analysis.

2.3.1. Geometrically

For this study, numerous different canopies including three different cereal types (winter barley,
winter rye and winter wheat) and 13 different phenological stages between leaf appearance and
senescence were modelled and sampled with HySimCaR. The virtual canopies have an extent of
3.5 m × 3.5 m with a maximum canopy height of about 1.8 m to ensure that the off-nadir viewings
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enter the canopy from their top and not from their side, which would cause a significantly different
signal. Figure 1 visualises the 13 phenological stages exemplarily for winter barley. In addition to plant
phenology, the following canopy structure parameters were varied: row spacing (RS), plant density
(number of plants/m2) (PD), number of tillers per plant in the following named as plant appearance,
and relative row orientation against sun azimuth (RRO).

Figure 1. Modelled phenology stages of winter barley and their corresponding BBCH stages.
The colours are chosen to visually support the phenological development. They do not correspond to
any spectral characteristics.

Row spacing varies between wide, medium and narrow. Wide row spacing (22–26 cm) is commonly
used in organic farming where chopping or mulching takes place between the rows, whose coverage
steadily increases [64]. Narrow (8–12 cm) and medium row spacing are typical row spacings of
conventional agriculture cultivation for the modelled cereal types. The space between the rows is
depending on soil conditions and machinery of the farmers. For the analysis of the influence of row
spacing, plant density was varied to create canopies with comparable leaf areas of the different cereal
types for each phenological stage (tillering: 0.7 LAI, early stem elongation: 1.1 LAI, early inflorescence
emergence: 2.6 LAI, late ripening: 2.1 LAI). The influence of plant density is only analysed for canopies
with medium row spacing by varying the plant density from 0 to 205 plants per m2.

To recreate the usual heterogeneity of conventional managed canopies of the test site in Eastern
Germany, the plant density was varied between 60 and 100 plants per m2 corresponding to about
200 to 500 tillers with ears per m2. Additionally, the plants are characterised by different appearance.
Therefore, each canopy composition was built using several plant mock-ups, where the following
four different variations of mock-ups were used: three mock-ups with two to four tillers in total,
three mock-ups with three to five tillers in total, four mock-ups with three to six tillers in total, and
six mock-ups with two to seven tillers in total. The relative row orientation is measured against the
sun azimuth and varies between 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦. Assuming that the canopies are approximately
symmetrical, the canopies with a relative row orientation of 120◦, 150◦ and 180◦ were not simulated
because their sunlit/shaded- and plant/soil-fractions are similar to the canopies with a relative row
orientation of 60◦, 30◦ and 0◦. In summary, 1488 different virtual canopies were built, including
104 different setups for each cereal type at early stem elongation and 36 different setups during late
tillering, late stem elongation, and early inflorescence emergence for the BRDF studies. Figure 2 shows
three canopies at different phenological stages as an example for the developed virtual canopies.
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Figure 2. Example canopies for early tillering (left), late stem elongation (middle) and early ripening
(right) for rye (left), wheat (middle) and barley (right).The images are sampled with drat and the
colours correspond to spectral characteristics.

2.3.2. Spectrally

1. Artificial optical properties: The canopy reflectance is a mixed signal influenced by the leaf internal
optical properties due to biochemistry, water content and leaf internal structure, by plant and canopy
architecture which affects the sunlit/shadow fractions, and by the optical properties of the underlying
soil. To suppress the influence of leaf internal optical properties and soil optical properties, artificial
optical properties are defined. In a first test, a general artificial band is defined with fixed values for
reflectance, absorptance and transmittance (listed in Table 1) for all parts of the plant. The resulting
artificial reflectance signal is only influenced by scattering behaviour due to plant and canopy structure.
In a second test, we simulated the same scenarios but with varying artificial optical properties for
the leaves, whereby the optical properties of the ears remain constant in order to investigate the
influence of the leaves and ears on the total reflectance of the canopy. The absolute values for the
varying artificial optical properties have been selected without specific criteria. A detailed link of
the optical properties to e.g., field analysis in this case is not necessary. The selected values enable a
good separation of the different plant objects and structural analysis. These varying artificial optical
properties are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Fixed artificial optical properties.

Radiant Power Quantities Leaves Stems Ears Soil

Reflectance (R) 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.0
Transmittance (T) 0.2 0.0 0.0 -
Absorptance (A) 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.0

Table 2. Varying artificial optical properties. With R for reflectance, T for transmittance and A for
absorptance factors.

Scenario
Leaves Stems Ears Soil

R T A R T A R T A R A

1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
2 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
3 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
4 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
5 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
6 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
7 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
8 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0
9 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0

10 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0

2. Natural optical properties: The spectral information of plant leaves, stems and ears was acquired
in the field using an ASD FieldSpec 3 (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., Boulder, CO, USA) in a typical
agricultural landscape in eastern Germany. The ASD has been placed in near range above the plant
parts in nadir position, whereby the individual plant parts were kept horizontal due to the white
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standard. Several study sites were sampled in regular intervals during the growing seasons 2006/2007,
2007/2008 and 2008/2009 to get reliable data for each phenological stage of the model. All spectral
signatures were measured between 350 nm and 2500 nm. Throughout all field campaigns, the focus
was on the sampling of numerous spectral information at different locations to capture the inherent
natural spectral variability of cereal canopies during the growing season. A detailed description about
data acquisition and preprocessing of the spectra can be found in Kuester et al. [42].

2.3.3. Computation

In addition, 117 different cereal canopy scenarios were modelled to analyse the impact of
phenological development by using artificial optical properties. The nadir view analysis of the
canopy structural parameters bases on about 13,000 single computations for a spectral range between
400 and 2500 nm with a band width interval of 2 nm.

For the BRDF calculations, 636 different virtual canopies were sampled each from 113 different
observation positions. Additionally, only 17 selected wavelength bands with 2 nm bandwidth (between
446 nm and 968 nm) were calculated. In total, approximately 72,000 computations were made for the
BRDF analysis listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Number of canopy modelling scenarios, in total about 85,000 drat computations.

Crop Modelling Plant RRO RS PD Observations Total
Types Stages Appearance

Nadir Art. Opt. Prop. 3 13 1 1 3 1 1 117
Nadir Nat. Opt. Prop. 3 13 1 36 3 3 1 12,636
BRDF (mod. stage 4) 3 1 4 (1) 4 3 7 (5) 113 35,652
BRDF (mod. stage 3, 5 & 6) 3 3 1 4 3 3 113 36,612

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Analysis of Nadir Top-of-Canopy Reflectance

3.1.1. Influence of Plant Structure Due to Phenology

1. Constant artificial optical properties: The resulting artificial top-of-canopy reflectance factor use
the constant optical properties and is not related to specific wavelengths. The factor differs significantly
for all three cereal types. Figure 3 shows the development of the artificial reflectance factor for all
three cereal types. The phenological development starts with bare soil conditions, whose reflectance
is zero in this case. The plant growth leads to an increase of the reflectance factor up to a maximum
of about 0.25 which is reached at the stage of full ripeness (around BBCH 90) for winter barley (WB)
and winter rye (WR). The artificial reflectance factor of winter wheat (WW) does not exceed 0.15
but reached also its maximum during ripening. From bare soil until the end of stem elongation,
the development is nearly similar for all three cereal types. Smaller differences result from different
leaf blades and positions, which in turn determine the leaf area of the canopies. After stem elongation,
the ears appear and the scattering characteristics changes significantly in the following phenological
stages and leads to an divergent development of the reflectance factor for all three cereal types. Wheat
with its awnless ears shows the lowest reflectance factor, since the number of scattering elements and
the associated volume dispersion are lower in comparison to rye and barley equipped with awns.
The maximum of the artificial reflectance factor for winter rye and winter wheat is during ripening.
Because most of the ears have an almost horizontal orientation, this leads to the fact that top-of-canopy
reflectance is mainly affected by the ears optical properties. The drying out of the plants associated
with the senescence of the plants leads not only to a further bending of the ears up to a vertical
orientation, but also to a drying out of the leaves, which finally partly roll up or break off. As a result
of these changes, the soil and shadow signals are once again becoming increasingly important for
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top-of-canopy reflectance. In the case of these simulations with the use of a soil with 0% reflectance,
this leads to a decrease of the top-of-canopy reflectance. The artificial reflectance factor of winter barley
decreases only slightly during the senescence of the plants, as its reflectance signal still dominates the
top-of-canopy reflectance due to the long awns of the ears covering the canopy stand.

2. Varying artificial optical properties: The integration of varying optical leaf properties into the
experiment illustrates the influence of leaf and ear reflectance on the total top-of-canopy reflectance
and shows the significant differences between the three cereal species. Figure 4 shows the development
of the resulting wavelength independent artificial reflectance factor for all variations for the three
cereal types. From the middle of flowering (BBCH 65), the winter barley canopy reflectance is almost
exclusively affected by the optical properties of the ears in contrast to winter rye and winter wheat,
where top-of-canopy reflectance is significantly affected by the varying leaf properties.
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Figure 3. Artificial reflectance of winter barley (green), winter rye (yellow) and winter wheat (red) with
constant artificial optical properties during the different BBCH growth stages.
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Figure 4. Influence of different artificial optical characteristics of plant parts on the canopy reflectance
of (a) winter barley; (b) winter rye and (c) winter wheat during phenological growth stages (BBCH).
The legend description gives the values for the artificial optical characteristics of: leaves and stems
reflectance | leaves and stems transmittance | leaves and stems absorptance | ears reflectance. The blue
line corresponds to the coefficient of variation of the plotted spectra.

3.1.2. Influence of Canopy Structure

In this section, the results of the natural optical properties for each cereal type and each phenological
stage are analysed. Besides the plant-structural and plant-optical properties, canopy-structural
parameters such as row spacing, plant density and row orientation have also a decisive influence on
the top-of-canopy reflectance of a stand. However, the secondary effects of changes in plant density
on plant growth due to changes in growth conditions are not taken into account in the following
analysis. The composition of plant and soil and sunlit and shaded fractions of top-of-canopy reflectance
varies depending on the appearance of the plants (due to phenology and vitality), the plant density
and the spacing and orientation of the plant rows. In the following paragraphs (1) Row spacing,
(2) Row orientation, and (3) Plant density, the influence of the parameters studied per wavelength
λ is quantified by calculating the coefficient of variation υ(λ) over all artificial spectral signatures χ,
which represents a dimensionless relative measure of variation, where the standard deviation σχ is
divided by the arithmetic mean χ and extended to percent: υ(λ) = σχ / χ × 100%. The coefficient of
variation allows a proportional estimation of the variance of the simulated values around the mean
value and thus provides a meaningful measure for the assessment of the investigated structural canopy
parameters. In Figures 4–6, it is visualised as blue signature.

1. Row spacing: Figure 5 visualises the coefficient of variation including simulated canopy
reflectance with the three different types of row spacing for each cereal type during phenological
development using the geometrically modelling set-up described in Section 2.3.1. In the early
phenological stages, the reflectance signals of the canopies vary only slightly mainly due to similar
fraction cover and leaf area. The differences that occur during these stages are largely due to
different plant and soil fractions that are differently sunlit and shaded. However, as the phenological
development progresses, the reflectance differences between the three types of row spacing become
clearer and reach values of about 20% for winter barley, about 25% for winter rye and about 33%
for winter wheat during ear emergence. With decreasing row spacing, the gap between the plants
decreases and the contribution of the soil optical properties to the total top-of-canopy reflectance
decreases too causing the high coefficient of variation. After the maximum during ear emergence,
the values decrease. At this stage, the ears are still very erectophile, and the gap between the rows is
not yet closed. However, with increasing appearance and bending of the ears, the gap between the rows
disappears. The crop-specific differences can be explained by the shape of the ears and their associated
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awns. The awns of rye and barley ears significantly increase the volume scattering in the upper part of
the stand. This leads to a homogenisation of the canopy reflectance signal dominated by the optical
properties of the ears and awns. Figure 6 illustrates the spectral differences of top-of-canopy reflectance
between the different cereal types during emergence of ears and full ripening. In contrast to winter
barley and winter rye, the canopy reflectance of winter wheat during full ripening is significantly
influenced by row spacing despite comparable leaf area, since the ears of winter wheat have no awns,
which could suppress the soil signal. During senescence of winter barley and winter rye, the increasing
weight of the ears causes them to bend so strong that the soil fraction increases again and thus the
influence of the soil optical properties on canopy reflectance increases. Therefore, the influence of row
spacing becomes more present again during senescence of winter barley and winter rye effecting that
the reflectance factors decrease in wavelength ranges where the soil signal is darker than the signal
from the plants and vice versa if the soil signal is brighter.
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(e) winter wheat: emergence of ears
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Figure 5. Influence of row spacing on top-of-canopy reflectance of (a,b) winter barley; (c,d) winter
rye and (e,f) winter wheat during (a,c,e) emergence of ears, and (b,d,f) full ripening. The blue line
corresponds to the coefficient of variation of the plotted spectra.
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Figure 6. Top-of-canopy reflectance for winter barley canopies during ear emergence with (a) medium
(13–17 cm) and (b) wide (22–26 cm) row spacing. The blue line corresponds to the coefficient of
variation of the plotted spectra.

2. Row orientation: The orientation of the rows of plants is usually based on the shape of the field
(in the lowlands) or the slope (in hilly regions). Typically, the rows of plants are arranged parallel to the
longer side of the field to avoid frequent turns of the farming machinery, or they are arranged across the
steeper slope to prevent soil erosion. This means that the plant rows can have any possible orientation.
Under the assumption that the sun never stands nadir above the stands, a change of the row orientation
always causes a change of top-of-canopy reflectance, since the sunlit/shaded- and plant/soil-fractions
composing the reflectance signal change. The simulation results show no significant influence of the
row orientation on top-of-canopy reflectance for canopies with narrow and medium row spacing.
Regardless of plant species and phenological development, the modelled reflectance factors vary
only slightly with a maximum coefficient of variation of less than 3%. There are wavelength-specific
differences, but no general trend of particularly influenced wavelength ranges can be identified.
Rather, together with only a small variance of the modelled spectra, this indicates that this is only due
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to different shading effects caused by differently rotated plant models and non-symmetrically soil
furrows. Because each plant model within the canopy is randomly rotated around its vertical axis and
the furrows of the 3D soil background are modelled using a randomly chosen set of measured height
profiles from a field-measured data base (Detailed description about development of virtual canopies
can be found in Section 2 of [42]). In contrast, the results for canopies with wide row spacing show
significant influences of the row orientation on top-of-canopy reflectance. In general, it can be said that
the larger the leaf area index is, the greater are the differences of top-of-canopy reflectance for canopies
with varying row orientations. Additionally, it was found that the top-of-canopy reflection becomes
darker with increasing relative row orientation up to 90◦ and, with further increasing relative row
orientation up to 180◦, it becomes brighter again. This is due to the fact that the plants cast shadows
on the soil in the gap between them. With a relative row orientation of 90◦, the sun illuminates the
canopy perpendicular to the plant rows, which affects a maximum of possible shadows. However, this
only applies if there is a gap between the plant rows, as it is the case for cereal canopies with wide row
spacing. Figure 6 shows the modelled top-of-canopy reflectance with medium and wide row spacings
illustrating the described behaviour exemplarily for winter barley during ear emergence.

3. Plant density: Plant density is mainly driven by the leaf area apparent in the canopy. For the virtual
canopies, the leaf area is determined by the number of tillers the plants have and the number of plants
within the canopy. Analogous to the analysis of the influence of row spacing, a change of plant density
always causes a change of top-of-canopy reflectance, since the sunlit/shaded- and plant/soil-fractions
composing the reflectance signal change. However, these changes are strongly dependent on phenology.
During tillering and stem elongation, the effect is much greater than in the stages after the ear emergence.
Regression analyses based on the linear, logarithmic, exponential and the power function of selected
wavelengths (blue: 480 nm, green: 554 nm, red: 668 nm and NIR: 868 nm) have shown that, during tillering
and stem elongation, the relation between plant density is clearly linearly correlated with a very high
coefficient of determination (R2 > 0.95). However, this behaviour changes with the emergence of the ears.
The tall plants and especially their ears lead to a saturation effect of the reflectance signal, so that a higher
plant density does not cause a significant change of top-of-canopy reflectance. Depending on the species
and the phenological development, this effect occurs for different plant densities. Figure 7 shows the
change of the top-of-canopy reflectance of the three cereals during full ripening. The reflectance signal of
the winter barley and winter rye canopy already reaches a relatively constant level from about 60 plants
per square metre, so that a higher plant density affects only slight changes on top-of-canopy reflectance.
In contrast, in the case of wheat, this effect occurs significantly later for about 150 plants per meter. The
reason for this saturation effect lays in the volume scattering, which is stronger for canopies with awned
ears (winter barley and winter rye).
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Figure 7. Continuum removed spectra (left) of canopies with varying plant density of (a) winter
barley; (b) winter rye; and (c) winter wheat during ripening. Regression analysis (right) between plant
density and top-of-canopy reflectance at λ = 480 nm (blue), λ = 554 nm (green), λ = 686 nm (red), and
λ = 980 nm (dark red) of (a) winter barley; (b) winter rye; and (c) winter wheat during ripening.

3.2. Analysis of Top-of-Canopy BRDF

For the analysis of reflectance anisotropy, the BRDF is interpreted as a 3D terrain model.
The analysis has been carried out primarily by interpreting all of the figures of BRDF surfaces of
each virtual canopy with an emphasis on the red and the NIR wavelength ranges being most sensitive
for green vegetation. Furthermore, the red wavelength range can be seen as representative for the
visible wavelength range because the whole visible wavelength range is dominated by the effects of
single scattering due to the high absorption of leaf pigments. To analyse the influence of anisotropy
regarding the viewing geometry, a normalisation of the BRDF surfaces was previously performed.
For this purpose, we used the anisotropy factor (Equation (1)) of Sandmeier et al. [65] normalising the
off-nadir reflectance value R as observed from (θr, φr) and illuminated from (θi, φi) with the reflectance
value R0 that was acquired from the nadir:

ANIF (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) =
R (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ)

R0 (θi, φi, 0◦, 0◦, λ)
. (1)

All resulting BRDF surfaces show the typical, well-known characteristics such as the hot spot
phenomenon [66,67], where sun and observer are in the same direction relative to the target, and
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the bowl shape in the near-infrared wavelength range [65,67,68] caused by volume scattering of the
canopy. The hotspot appears much more pronounced in the visual wavelength range than in the NIR
wavelength range. The reason for this is that the hot spot is an effect of single scattering in the visible
wavelength range due to high pigment absorption, while the NIR wavelength range is characterised
by multiple scattering [69]. Volume scattering is an effect of multiple scattering in vegetation canopies,
resulting in diffuse radiation within the canopy, which illuminates the shady interior of the stand and
thus reduces the appearance of shadows [42]. The strength of the bowl shape depends on different
factors of leaf and canopy level determining the amount of volume scattering. An important factor
on leaf level is the amount of leaf transmittance as a function of leaf internal structure [70,71] and
the size of the interface between water-containing cells and air-filled intercellularies is a measure of
this [71–73]. A significant factor on canopy level is the leaf surface, quantified by the LAI. That, in turn,
is mainly determined by plant appearance, plant density and canopy height. During the interaction
of the radiation with the canopy, the radiation passes through several leaf layers, which exerts an
additive effect [71,74,75].

Another striking feature of most of the modelled BRDFs is the appearance of a local maximum in
the visible red wavelength range around the nadir point (located in the centre of the surface) and of a
local minimum in the NIR wavelength range around the nadir point. This can be explained as an effect
of the nadir view, where the soil background of the canopy is clearly visible in contrast to off-nadir
viewings because the observed fraction of vegetation increases with increasing off-nadir observation
angle. In the simulations of this study, the soil signal is higher than the vegetation signal in the visible
red wavelength range causing the local maximum, and, on the contrary, in the NIR wavelength range,
the soil signal is lower than the vegetation signal causing the local minimum [42].

3.2.1. Influence of Plant Structure Due to Phenology

The main difference between the phenological stages is the leaf area and the height of the canopy.
Primarily, the leaf area affects the canopy chlorophyll content and both affect the intensity of volume
scattering. A further but significantly smaller influence comes from the leaf inclination angle, whose
change affects the fractional vegetation cover. During tillering, the canopy is of low height and not yet
closed along the rows. Therefore, the spectral signals from different observation directions resemble
each other, and the BRDF is only slightly affected by row orientation and row spacing. From early
stem elongation until late stem elongation, the height and number of tillers increase, and the canopy
closes along the rows but not between the rows. Additionally, the bending of the leaves is forced by
their weight, which also contributes to the closing along the rows. The orientation of rows is clearly
visible for virtual canopies with a wider row spacing. During these early phenological stages, all of the
observed effects are more pronounced for winter wheat and winter barley canopies than for winter rye
canopies due to their different leaf area and chlorophyll content as explained in the previous section.
With the emergence of ears, the effects of the canopy structure on the BRDF decrease. This decrease
applies in particular to canopies of winter rye and winter barley because their ears are covered with
awns dominating the top-of-canopy reflectance signal as described in Section 3.1.2. The ears of winter
wheat are awnless, thus all effects of anisotropy due to canopy structure described during tillering
and stem elongation for winter wheat canopies are also noticeable during emergence of ears but less
pronounced.

3.2.2. Influence of Row Spacing and Relative Row Orientation

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the row spacing and relative row orientation have
a strong influence on the canopy structure. The wider the row spacing is, the greater is the gap
between the plant rows. Thus, the soil becomes apparent in nadir observations as well as in off-nadir
observations in the direction of the rows. In the BRDF visualisations, this phenomenon is clearly
noticeable for all virtual canopies with a wide row spacing. Figure 8 shows exemplarily BRDF surfaces
at λ = 670 nm and λ = 800 nm for different virtual winter wheat canopies with a relative row orientation
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of 60◦. The orientation of rows is clearly visible for virtual canopies with a wide row spacing in the
visible and in the NIR wavelength range. In the visible range, the values are higher, whereas, in the
NIR range, the values are lower (confer Figure 9). Both of these results are due to the visibility of
soil in the gap between the plant rows whose signal is brighter in the visible and weaker in the NIR
wavelength range than that of vegetation. A dark soil would also effect lower signals in the visible
wavelength range. The virtual canopies with a medium row spacing are affected by the soil signal,
but the orientation of the rows is mostly not visible in the BRDF visualisations. The virtual canopies
with narrow row spacing indicate no anisotropy due to row orientation. These canopies are already so
dense that they appear homogeneous. Their anisotropy is caused by leaf attitude and phyllotaxis.

It was found that, if the row orientation significantly influences the BRDF, their relative azimuth
angle is mapped in the BRDF as a furrow (in the visible wavelength range) or a longish mound (in the
NIR wavelength range). To give a more objective assessment of the influence of row orientation on
the BRDF, an automated analysis was carried out to find these surface shapes. For this purpose,
the interpolated BRDF surface was used, but only the outer edge between 55◦ and 60◦ zenith
was considered. The mean value of this edge was determined in 5◦ steps and saved as a profile.
Furthermore, the local minima (visible wavelength range) and maxima (NIR wavelength range) were
estimated. If the minimum/maximum fell exactly to 0◦, 30◦, 60◦ or 90◦ and/or to its opposite angle
180◦, 210◦, 240◦ or 270◦, then this BRDF was counted as a significant influence. Table 4 summarises
the results of the automated and visual analysis. Anisotropy due to row spacing is noticeable for
the virtual canopies of all of the three cereal types with a wide row spacing and for winter barley
and winter wheat canopies with a medium row spacing. Anisotropy of canopies with RRO = 0◦ is
apparently more pronounced in the red wavelength range. In this case, the direction of the solar
irradiance is parallel to that of row orientation. The soil between the rows is directly illuminated and
reflects a brighter signal, affecting even canopies with a narrow row spacing that are relatively rare.
However, in the NIR wavelength range, only a few effects on BRDF are noticeable because volume
scattering superimposes the soil signal. It is apparent that the BRDF of winter barley and winter wheat
canopies for both of the observed wavelength ranges are more affected by row orientation than the
BRDF of winter rye canopies. In the red wavelength range, this result is caused by the high chlorophyll
content of rye leaves dominantly absorbing the incoming irradiance. In the NIR wavelength range,
this result is caused by the height of winter rye plants (height during ripening about 1.6 m) leading to
an increase in volume scattering compared with winter wheat (height during ripening about 0.9 m)
and winter barley (height during ripening about 1 m) canopies. Furthermore, the density of plants
along a row is not a decisive factor. The effects on BRDF due to row orientation are noticeable for
few plants (about 8/m) as well as for many plants (about 15/m) along a row. However, the effects
vary in the intensity. Anisotropy is slightly more pronounced for canopies with a wider row spacing.
In this case, the vegetation gap between the plant rows cannot be closed despite increasing plant
density. The anisotropy of canopies with medium row spacing slightly decreases with an increasing
number of plants per row because the natural variability of the plant positions within a plant row
leads to a partial closing of the vegetation gap and a decreasing soil signal.
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Figure 8. BRDF of winter wheat canopies during early stem elongation at λ = 670 nm and λ = 800 nm
for wide, medium and narrow spacing between plant rows and for different plant density.
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Figure 9. BRDF of winter wheat canopies during early stem elongation at λ = 670 nm and λ = 800 nm
for different relative row orientations (RRO = [0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦]).

Table 4. Influence of row spacing (RS) and relative row orientation (RRO) on the BRDF of the different
virtual cereal canopies: winter barley (WB), winter rye (WR), winter wheat (WW). Categorised through
an automated and visual evaluation of BRDF figures: + the influence of row spacing is automatically
measurable; ∗ the influence of row spacing is visually noticeable; and − there is no influence of row
spacing noticeable. The different plant density results from the constant number of plants along a plant
row for the different row spacings.

Structure Features Influence of Row Spacing and Row Orientation on BRDF

RRO RS Plants/m2 WB WR WW WB WR WW

BRDF at λ = 670 nm BRDF at λ = 800 nm

0◦ wide 35–60 + + + ∗ − ∗
0◦ medium 60–100 ∗ ∗ ∗ − − −
0◦ narrow 90–150 ∗ − ∗ − − −

30◦ wide 35–60 + ∗ + + + +
30◦ medium 60–100 ∗ − ∗ ∗ − ∗
30◦ narrow 90–150 − − − − − −

60◦ wide 35–60 + ∗ + + ∗ +
60◦ medium 60–100 ∗ − ∗ ∗ − ∗
60◦ narrow 90–150 − − − − − −

90◦ wide 35–60 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
90◦ medium 60–100 − − − − − −
90◦ narrow 90–150 − − − − − −
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3.2.3. Influence of Plant Density

The more plants that are in the canopy and the more tillers the plants have, the denser is the
canopy, which leads to a stronger vegetation signal that superimposes the reflectance signal of the soil.
Figure 10 shows the BRDF of different winter wheat canopies with increasing plant density from left
to right at λ = 670 nm and λ = 800 nm. In the red wavelength range, the shape of the BRDF changes
from elliptic convex to parabolic convex with a falling gradient along the principal plane. Furthermore,
the local maximum at the nadir decreases and the local maximum in the hotspot increases with higher
plant density. In the NIR wavelength range, the bowl shape of the BRDF is subject to only minor
changes, as the curvature of the bowl decreases.

winter wheat
λ = 670 nm, RRO = 30◦, medium row spacing

60 plants/m2 80 plants/m2 100 plants/m2

λ = 800 nm, RRO = 30◦, medium row spacing

60 plants/m2 80 plants/m2 100 plants/m2

8

Figure 10. BRDF of winter wheat canopies at early stem elongation at λ = 670 nm and λ = 800 nm with
different canopy densities.

4. Conclusions

The results of this study demonstrate that plant appearance due to phenology and canopy
structure (row spacing, plant density, and relative row orientation against sun azimuth) significantly
influence nadir top-of-canopy reflectance (between 400 nm and 2500 nm) and the BRDF (between
400 nm and 1000 nm). Even if only selected wavelength ranges of the BRDF could be investigated, the
canopy structure influences the entire range between 400 nm and 2500 nm. The canopy structure mainly
influences the scattering behaviour of the incoming irradiance and this is more affected in the NIR and
SWIR wavelength ranges than in the VIS wavelength range due to pigment absorption. In summary,
it can be said that the larger the fraction of the radiation reflected by the plants, the stronger is the
influence of the canopy structure on the reflectance signal. In the following, we present our concluding
remarks about nadir top-of-canopy reflectance and BRDF separately.
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4.1. Nadir Top-of-Canopy Reflectance

In general, the influence of the plant structure due to phenology is quite similar for the young
growth stages of the three analysed cereals. With the appearance of the ears, the top-of-canopy
reflectance is increasingly characterised by the ears’ optical properties. This is mainly driven by the
shape and orientation of the ears and the presence of awns, which are strongly influencing the volume
scattering. In particular, the reflectance of barley is almost fully dominated by the optical properties of
the ears from BBCH stage 65 (flowering).

The influence of canopy structure on top-of-canopy reflectance has been analysed by investigating
the parameters row spacing, row orientation and plant density. The varied parameters mainly
influenced the fractions of plant and soil at sunlit and shaded conditions of wheat, rye and barley.
This is a typical situation at every field with heterogeneous growth conditions due to parameters like
soil condition, water availability or topography. Despite the fact that wheat, rye and barley correspond
to the quite similar tribe of Triticeae of the family of Poaceae, the results show clear differences between
the cereals. While the influence of varying row spacing on the top-of-canopy reflectance is very small
for the young phenological stages and are due to different fractions of the signal (plant, soil, sunlit and
shaded), and with phenological progress the canopy reflectance varies up to 33%. It was remarkable
that row spacing also plays an important role in the analysis of the row orientation and that this can
hardly be considered separately. The nadir top-of-canopy analysis of narrow and medium row spacing
only show wavelength dependent differences of about 3%. In contrast, the top of canopy reflectance
of canopies with wide row spacing that is used in organic farming varies up to 20%. Finally, the
plant density has been analysed. The influence is strongly related to the phenological development
of the plants and is also crop specific. It clearly shows that there are saturation effects with regard
to top-of-canopy reflectance. However, these occur e.g., during ripening with very different plant
densities for the analysed cereals. In winter barley, for example, saturation of reflectance occurs for a
plant density of about 60 plants/m2, whereas, for winter rye, saturation of reflectance occurs for about
100 plants/m2 and for winter wheat for about 150 plants/m2.

The results show that, for canopies with similar biophysical canopy parameters like LAI and
chlorophyll content, strongly varying nadir top-of-canopy reflectance signals can be measured due to
the appearance of the plants and their arrangement within the field. This is essential knowledge for
the development of retrieval methods for current and upcoming remote sensing mission. Especially
for the quantification of uncertainties, this information is of high relevance and should to be taken into
account. Furthermore, for example in the frame of operational services that are supported by remote
sensing data like GEOGLAM Crop Monitor [76] or Crop Watch [77], detailed knowledge about crop
specific potential influences of the canopy structure could improve the quality and accuracy of such
information products. Currently, mainly multispectral broadband sensors and simple indices are used,
but the relevance will strongly increase when hyperspectral spaceborne data will be available for analysis
in the near future like PRISMA (launch scheduled for end of 2018, 400–2505 nm [78]), HISUI (platform ISS,
launch 2019, 400–2500 nm [79]), SHALOM (launch scheduled for 2019, 400–2500 nm [80]), EnMAP (launch
scheduled for end of 2020, 420–2500 nm [33]), HypXIM (launch scheduled for 2023, 400–2500 nm [81]),
and ESA CHIME (in conception [82]) missions.

4.2. Top-of-Canopy BRDF

There are local and global features appearing in the shape of the BRDF. The local feature is
due to the row spacing and relative row orientation occurring with the mapping of the relative row
orientation. The global features are due to the canopy density influencing the BRDF to change the
shape from elliptic convex to parabolic convex (red wavelength range) and to shift the whole BRDF
along the z-axis, the axis of BRF or ANIF (NIR wavelength range). It is remarkable that in the case of
non-closed canopies, the row structure causes strong effects in the BRDF that are independent of the
wavelength. This result is due to the strong signal differences between viewing along the rows that are
dominated by the soil signal and viewing across the rows that are dominated by the vegetation signal.
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A smaller gap between the plant rows reduces the effect, especially for the NIR wavelength range that
is mainly characterised by multiple scattering, weakening the extent of anisotropy [65]. The visible
wavelength range is more affected because it is dominated by single scattering due to high pigment
absorption [65].

The knowledge explaining the BRDF of different plants and canopy architectures during different
phenological stages is an indispensable prerequisite for the advanced exploitation of multiangular
data in the future. For example, it is conceivable that valuable information about canopy structure
and in particular the row orientation can be directly retrieved from multiangular data. However, for
such studies, 3D canopy reflectance models are necessary in either case, as they were used in this
study, because such detailed BRDF can not be modelled with 1D or 2D vegetation radiative transfer
models. On the other hand, it can be concluded that the integration of the observation geometry is
indispensable in empirical studies using multiangular data of UAV-based full-frame sensors or tilting
satellites. Furthermore, it is recommended to take pixels from as many image areas as possible (in the
case of full-frame sensors) or to take pixels from all available data sets (in the case of multiangular
time series) in order to include as many different observation angles as possible for model fitting.
Consequently, this constitutes an additional requirement for all field-related measurement or validation
activities to be considered.

The BRDF effects demonstrated in this study suggest a future focus on the advancement and
implementation of 3D canopy reflectance models, especially in an agricultural context whenever
off-nadir observations play an important role. Furthermore, the knowledge about the BRDF can
also contribute to a standardisation of multitemporal data that are sampled under different tilt angle
observations the future data of the upcoming EnMAP [33] and PRISMA [78] hyperspectral sensors.
The success of this approach will also depend on the modelling of additional representative crops.
Therefore, current studies should focus on crops that are characterised by a distinctive structure, such
as maize (tall plants and wide row spacing) and sunflower (heliotropism of leaves and buds) in the
frame of remote sensing of agricultural areas.
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